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Overview
This document describes two components of ODAI’s Cross Collection Discovery (CCD) service: (1) a
harvester to harvest metadata from repositories managed by Yale University departments, and (2) a
provider to enable third party aggregators to harvest and integrate metadata from Yale collections into
their catalogs. The harvester and provider are an implementation of OCLC’s OAICat software, which
conforms to the Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH), Version 2.0.
For more information about CCD, please visit: http://odai.yale.edu/projects/cross-collection-discovery
Repositories, Sets, and Metadata Formats
Sets available via the CCD provider are based on curatorial area, publication series, broadcast channel, or
academic department, depending upon the originating repository. Metadata formats are appropriate to the
content described. For more information on sets and metadata formats, please use the appropriate verbs
defined in the OAI-PMH: http://www.openarchives.org/OAI/openarchivesprotocol.html#ProtocolMessages
Links to Digital Content in Metadata
Some records include links to digital content. Digital content in the public view will be available through
links in the records. Some records include links to licensed third party content, to which access is typically
restricted to the Yale community.
Permissions and Copyright
The following permissions and copyright statement applies to records made available through CCD:
http://discover.odai.yale.edu/ydc/Help/copyright
Harvest Schedule and Level of Support for Deleted Records
The CCD harvester incrementally harvests all University providers that support deleted records every 24
hours for changes within the past 48 hours. The Yale University Art Gallery provider, which currently does
not support deleted records, is harvested bimonthly using a staggered schedule (one set per day).
The CCD provider is synchronized with the CCD harvester on a weekly basis. The CCD provider supports
deleted records.
Access to the Provider
The CCD provider is publicly accessible. Please contact odai.help@yale.edu before attempting your first
harvest.
Weekly Outage Window for Synchronization
The CCD harvester and provider are synchronized weekly during an outage window on Sundays from 10
AM to 10 PM.
Suspension or Termination of Service
ODAI reserves the right to suspend or terminate the service at any time.
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